Lyrical Cut Out Collage

In this exercise students will learn to identify rhyme schemes in their favorite songs or poems. What makes a song rhyme? What is the rhyme scheme for this song? Does it even have one? That’s the easy part; the student will then pick their all time favorite song and write out the rhyme scheme for the song.

Lets make this visual! Students will select a verse from their favorite poem or song and rewrite the verse using only letters or words they cut-out from magazines, papers, flyers etc. They will glue all the words together on paper and using pictures (drawn or cut-out) the student will create a visual representation of the song.

Materials:
- Scissors
- Magazines, newspaper, labels, ads
- Glue
- Blank sheet of paper

Instructions:
1. Select your favorite verse
2. Cut out the letters needed for your verse
3. Arrange the words in order
4. Once you are satisfied, glue the words onto a sheet of paper
5. Using your own drawings or cutout pictures that describes the song
   a. or what it reminds you of.
6. Let dry then hang up your masterpiece!